
CHAPTER 5 
Design the Software Tool 
The developed dynamic simulator is an interactive 3D environment for viewing robot 
manipulator module as described in the tabulation dialog mode. In the developed robot 
manipulator, the jointing variables can be changed and it can be viewed on dialogs. And 
also the user can view the end effector orientation, visualizing dynamic stability and 
trajectories through time-based animation. 

5.1 Object oriented programming 

The object-oriented program is used to develop this simulating tool since OOP can 
describe each part of the robot as one object with its own properties and behavior. Even if 
C++ is not a perfect 0 0 language, a lot of very useful libraries are available, and 
maintains very good efficiency for intensive computations. The selected software tool for 
this robotic simulator is Visual C++ 6. The visual C++ developing environment is well 
adaptive and more flexible for this type of application [15]. The object oriented 
programming is also considered to be better at modeling the real world than in procedural 
programming. It allows for more complicated and flexible interactions. The object orient 
programming systems are also easier for non-technical personnel to understand and easier 
for them to participate in the maintenance and enhancement of a system because it 
appeals to natural human cognition patterns. 
For this application, an object orient programming approach is faster since many objects 
are standard across systems and can be reused for different kinds of modeling like 
kinematic, dynamic and trajectory planning. 
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5.2 Supporting C++ libraries 
• 

All kind of supportive tools and functions are not developed in the software tool 
programming process. There are many kinds of tools and techniques that can help in the 
developed software tool and they are freely available in web. This can be used in the 
programming process to save the time. C++ directly supports a variety of programming 
styles. In this, C++ deliberately differs from languages designed to support a single way 
of writing programs. For this software tool authors have used to two supportive libraries 
for the mathematical operation and developing the user interface 

5.2.1 NEWMAT 11 mathematic library 

To develop a tool for mathematical operation of the project is one of the major objectives 
of this program and this tool should support to the Visual C++ operation and it should be 
faster and mathematically elegant [16]. Among the various tools and libraries the 
NEWMAT 11 is the selected tool to solve the mathematical operation in this project. 

NEWMAT 11 developed by Robert Davies [13] is used for mathematical operation in this 
project. The simulation of robotic manipulator models in an environment that provides 
"MATLAB like" features for the treatment of matrices. NEWMAT 11 is a portable tool 
which uses the professional C++ programming. 

The package is intended for scientists and engineers who need to manipulate a variety of 
types of matrices using standard matrix operations. Emphasis is on the kind of operations 
needed in statistical calculations such as least squares, linear equation solve and eigen 
values. 

It supports matrix types 

Matrix rectangular matrix 
SquareMatrix square matrix 
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nricMatrix for use with Numerical Recipes in C programs 
UpperTriangularMatrix 
LowerTriangularMatrix 
DiagonalMatrix 
SymmetricMatrix 
BandMatrix 
UpperBandMatrix upper triangular band matrix 
LowerBandMatrix lower triangular band matrix 
SymmetricBandMatrix 
RowVector derived from Matrix 
ColumnVector derived from Matrix 
Identity Matrix diagonal matrix, elements have same value 
Only one element type (float or double) is supported. 

The package includes the operations *, +, -, Kronecker product, Schur product, 
concatenation, inverse, transpose, conversion between types, sub matrix, determinant, 
Cholesky decomposition, QR decomposition, singular value decomposition, eigenvalues 
of a symmetric matrix, sorting, fast Fourier transform, printing and an interface with 
Numerical Recipes in C. 

5.2.2 NT Graph3D graph library 

3D Data visualizing on the 2D environment is one of the challenges of the project. After 
testing and referring to different methods, tools and libraries NT Graph3D was selected 
as a reference resource to develop the user Graphical interface. It was a supportive library 
to develop a graphical tool but it does not well match to the required interface. Therefore 
the concept of development of this tool has been used and the new interface for these 3D 
data visualization[27] has been developed. 
NT Graph3D is the graphical library developed by Nikolai Teofilov. This is the key 
source which is use to develop the 3D interface. The NT Graph3D directly supports the 
visual C++. In the figure 2.2 the developed interface is shown. 
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Fig. 5.1- Proposed Interface 

5.3 Software architecture 

This simulation architecture provides developers with the opportunity to easily extend the 
current simulation engine's abilities, without requiring modifications to the simulation 
engine code itself. In the event that developers need to add substantial new abilities to the 
simulator, the simple design of the simulation engine's architecture will make it easy to 
modify the simulation engine to incorporate these new abilities. This is the art of object 
oriented programming. In the design of this architecture, the object oriented 
programming has responded in three ways of this software to meet these programming 
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requirements. They are, providing techniques for managing enormous complexity, 
achieving reuse of software components, and coupling data with the tasks that manipulate 
that data. In the visual C++ enough tools have been provided to affiliate the complexity 
of the program and the adaptability of the system tool. The designed programming 
architecture is shown in the figure 6.1. It has to be provided with the facilities to 
enhancing the simulation tool and the adaptability to the controlling application. 

In this architecture repeatability of element and the tool has been eliminated. Because of 
four different modules (i.e. kinematic, dynamic, trajectory planning and the friction 
module developing) this simulator has been developed as individual components. 
Therefore the simulator executing is faster and efficient. In the CManipulator.Cpp class 
has seven major tools. They are serialization, calculation tool box, matrix output viewer, 
3D graphics viewer, link class, 2D graphical output viewer and manipulator database 
access object. In this thesis only the related classes for the kinematic module 
development is discussed.. 

5.3.1 CManipuIator Class 
CManipulator class is the basic class of this program. It processes the forward & inverse 
kinematic algorithms. 

5.3.2 Serialization Tool. 
The Serialization is the class of data storing. This tool can be used to store the data and it 
can re-call the data. The different manipulator designing applications can be stored as a 
set of data. The stored data can be re-called and edit according to requirement of users. 

5.3.3 Calculation Tool Box 
The Calculation tool box is used to calculate all kinds of kinematic applications in this 
software. Not only the kinematic but also the dynamic and trajectory planning application 
can be calculated. 
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5.3.4 Matrix output viewer 
Matrix output viewer tool is used to view the matrix element which is related to the 
calculation process. Basically this tool is used to view the link transformation matrix and 
the Jacobian matrix in the forward kinematic. And in the reverse kinematic, the joint 
variable column vector for the reverse kinematics. 

5.3.5 Link Tool 
The link tool is used to enter link properties and there are two sub-tools. They are link list 
tool and link properties tool. The link list is used to enter link parameters and link 
properties tool is used to visualize link data. 

5.3.6 3D Graph Viewer 
The 3D Graph Viewer is used for visualizing the entered parameters on the 3D 
environment. This graphical data can be rotating, zooming and panning to analyze the 
designed manipulator. 

5.3.7 2D Graphic Output Viewer 
This tool is used to display trajectory and dynamic graphical data in a time domain. 

5.3.8 Manipulator Database Access Object 
This tool is the same as the serialization tool. It is developed for the future enhancing of 
the this software tool. This database can be used to develop the controlling part of this 
software. 
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Fig. 5.2 -Software architecture 

5.4 Functional relationships between the classes for simulator 
design 

In an object oriented software design, the functional interaction is most important to 
eliminate the data duplication and modification of the functional operation as a 
requirement. Therefore the functional operation of this project is sharing in four basic 
classes. They are Manipulator, Newmat, NT Graph, NT Graph 3D. figure 5.3 The 
Manipulator class is handled for all kinds of robotic kinematic operations including 
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kinematic calculation, updates, data storing and re-calling the application. Not only the 
kinematic but also the dynamic, trajectory planning and controlling operation are 
included too. 
All kinds of mathematical operations including the matrix operation are handled by 
Newmat. If any mathematical operation is required in the Manipulator designing 
application the Newmat is called for this operation by the Manipulator class. As an 
example, to calculate the end effector transformation in the simulating process the 
Newmat class is called to the matrix multification operation by the Manipulator class. 
The NT Graph function is called to draw the 2D graph to represent the 2 dimensional data 
by the NT Graph class. The joint angle, joint velocity, joint acceleration and the dynamic 
data in the time domain can be visualized on the graph. 
The NT Graph 3D class is used to visualize the user defined manipulator link 
arrangement in the 3D environment. All the required tools to visualize like rotating, 
Zooming and colour changing are included in this class. Different colours are used to 
represent the links as well as to draw the trajectory segment. 

5.4.1FunctionaI relationship for the forward kinematics 

The conceptual design for the kinematic development of this project is highly focused in 
this thesis and the sequence of C class which is related to the forward kinematic is shown 
in the above (Fig6.8) diagram. The entered link D-H parameters in the CNewlinkDlg 
class are stored in the Clink class as variables.'The stored variables in the Clink class are 
used to calculate the link position and orientation in the CManipulator. The CManipulator 
is the base class of this project and all key features of the kinematic modeling are 
included in this class. They are plot link, add new link, calculate Jane, Edit link 
properties etc. The plot link function is used to transfer the data to the Cverttex class and 
also the add new link function is used for storing the new link data to find the position 
and orientation of the entire link. The calculate_kine is one of key function in the 
CManipulator class. This function handles all kinds of the forward kinematic algorithm 
and the important result of this operation is the position vector of the link. In the Cvertex 
class, the calculated 3D link position value is converted to the 2D value to display on the 
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1 
«newmat classes » 
All mathematical function 
Include in this classes 
E.g. Matrix operation -

«ManipuIator classes» 
This class is handled all 
related functions and tools 
for the simulator 
developing process. 
E.g. Kinematic calculation 

« N T Graph 2D c lasses» 
All 2D graphs are drawn by 
these classes 

Fig.5.3. Functional relationship between the basic classes 
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computer screen. The calculated vertexes will draw on Cartesian in the 3DGraph class. 
The link joint variable can change in the link properties dialog. These changes are stored 
and update the Clink class. The updated values are repeated in the above sequence of 
forward kinematic and draw the current position on the user interface. This method is 
used to draw any number of links for any degree of freedom. The logic of the sequential 
designing is easy and flexible. 

5.4.2 The matrix viewer 

Matrix viewer is a different tool that can be view the matrix element in the kinematic 
operation and this is the subclass functional feature in the Manipulator class. Not only 
this operation but also through out this project this tool is used to test the data in the 
programming stage. This tool directly supports to check the validity of the used algorithm 
in kinematic modeling. And also it is used to check the error correction with the 
MATLAB robotic tool box results while in the programming. 

5.4.3 Functional relationship for the inverse kinematics 

The sequence of the reverse kinematic calculation is described as follows. Fig(6.9). The 
user can define his own trajectory and the end effector position and orientation can be 
found on the Cartesian space in the TP definition class. The stored end effector 
transformation matrix is used to calculate the joint space in the user define manipulator. 
This operation is done by CManipulator. The calculated joining variables will update the 
forward kinematic engine and it's draw on the Cartesian space. 
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Class for entering Link parameters 

« C n e w linkDlg» 
Apply Q 

Do Data ExchageQ 
On drawIteamQ 
On InitDialogQ 

Basic class of the simulator 

« CManipulator » 
calculate_kine() 

Edit Link Properties() 
Getq() 

GetDOF() 
Plot Link() 

Serialization () 
view matrix (Matrix M, CString CS tile). 

"I 

Class for generate 
the vertexes 

« C V e r t e x » 
[Cvertex(doubleax, doubleay, doubleaz] 

Class for plot links 

« C l i n k l i s t » 
Add link (Clink.* pNewLink 

Claer listQ 
Delete Link(CLink * PLink) 
Get Position(CLink * PLink) 

Link Count() 
Loading 
Stroting 

Update Link(POSITION Pos, CLink * plink. 

Class for changing Joint variable 
« C l i n k Properties» 

CLink Properties(Cwnd * pPerent = NULL) 
DoDataExhange(CData Exchange * PDx) 

On Init Dialog() 
Plot Link() 

Class for displaying the numerical 
results (e.g. transformation matrix) 

«CMatrix Viewer» 
CMatrixViewer(Wnd * pPerent = NULL) 
DoData Exchange(CDataExchange * PDx) 

On Botton Close() 
On Init Dialog() 

« Cl ink» 
[Polt Link(CGraph3D * m_Graph3D] 

n Viewing the plotted link 
«CGraph 3 D » 
[ C Plot xyz() ] 

Fig .5.4 Functional sequence of C class for forward kinematic 

n 
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This thesis deeply discusses the kinematic behavior but the simulator provides the total 
solution (dynamic modeling, trajectory planning and manipulator control techniques for 
the manipulator users. But they are separate research components of this project. 
Therefore this thesis does not discuss another class and designing concept. 
At the beginning, the members of this project have desired to develop separate classes 

(CKinermatic, CDyanmic, Ctrajectory etc.) which belong to their won research 
components. And further we desired to gather these classes to find the final solution of 
this project. Then some parts of the functions will be repeated and the program will get 
stuck while in the operation. Then the running efficiency of this project will reduce and 
increase the simulation error. Therefore the project members have desired to develop 
separate coding functions which are related to their won research components in the 
common classes to increase the running efficiency. 
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Class for Trajectory planning Class for start calculation 
« CTPADefDlg» 

CTPADefDlg(CWnd * pPerent = NULL 
DoData Excahnge(CDataExchage * pDX) 

On BUTTON Add 
On BUTTON Delete 
On BUTTON Close 

Set Dfinition 
On Init Dialog 

«CManipuIatorDlg» 
[OnBUTTONCalculatelnverseKInQ] 

Basic class for inverse kinematic 

« CManipulator » 
calculate_Inverse_Kine() 

computeLink Position partial Darivatives() 
Edit Link Properties() 

Inverse_kine(Matrix, Tobj, Init, Int endlink, column vetor and pos_dot) 
Getq() 

Kine_PD (matrix, Tobj, int mj, int end link, bool and converge) 
GetDOF() 

Get jacobian 
Plot Link() 

Serialization() 
Edit Link properties 

Class for link properties update & edit Class for generate the vertexes 
«CIink l i s t » 

Add link (Clink.* pNewLink 
Claer list() 

Delete Link(CLink * PLink) 
Get Position(CLink * PLink) 

Link Count() 
Loading 
Stroting 

Update Link(POSITION Pos, CLink * plink 

« C V e r t e x » 
[Cvertex(doubleax, doubleay, doubleaz] 

Class for plot links r 
« Cl ink» 

[Polt Link(CGraph3D * m_Graph3D] 

Viewing the plotted link 

«CGraph 3 D » 
[ C Plot xyz() ] 

Fig .5.5 funtional sequence of C classes in inverese kinematic 
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